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Welcome to the National Gallery
VISIT GUIDELINES

ITEMS LARGER THAN 30CM X 30CM
Bags or items larger than this cannot be taken into the galleries. Please use the self-service lockers in the Art Store. Bags smaller than this must be carried on your front or by your side.

SHOW KINDNESS AND RESPECT
Please treat our team with kindness and respect, they are here to help and keep you and the art safe.

KEEP YOUR DISTANCE
Help us take care of the art. Please stay 1m back from works of art.

SAFETY MEASURES
Keep a safe physical distance of 1.5m from others. Wearing face masks is encouraged.

NO FOOD AND DRINK IN THE GALLERIES
Water can be consumed in foyer areas only. Please ensure water bottles are placed in bags at all other times.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Photography for personal use is welcomed. Photography for commercial use, use of flash, selfie-sticks and tripods is not permitted.

CONDITIONS OF ENTRY
To view all Conditions of Entry, please scan the QR code below or visit nga.gov.au/visit/conditions-of-entry

GUIDED TOURS
Explore the collection and exhibitions with a Gallery Guide.
Daily collection tours: 10.30am and 2pm

SCULPTURE GARDEN
Experience over 25 works of art from the national sculpture collection in the Lakeside Sculpture Garden and Skyspace Garden.
James Turrell’s Within without Skyspace sculpture is best viewed at dawn and dusk. Viewing times listed on website.

STREET CAFÉ
Serving fresh seasonal salads and sandwiches, sweet and savoury snacks and ONA coffee.
Mon to Fri 9am–2.30pm
Sat and Sun 9.30am–2.30pm

CONTACTLESS PAYMENTS
The Gallery accepts contactless payments only, no cash.

ACCESS
Mobility scooters, wheelchairs, walkers and canes can be hired for free from the Concierge desk. Large print booklets are available for major exhibitions.

FAMILY-FRIENDLY
You are welcome to breastfeed wherever you feel comfortable to do so. Strollers can be hired for free from the Concierge desk. Soft fabric style baby carriers are welcome. To protect the art, framed baby back carriers are not permitted.

FREE WI-FI
Available throughout the building. Charging stations are located in the Art Store seating area.

GALLERY CHANGES
We are working on new collection presentations, exhibitions and critical building upgrades. During this time some galleries are closed.

THE NATIONAL GALLERY ACKNOWLEDGES THE NGUNNAWAL AND NGAMBRI PEOPLES, THE TRADITIONAL CUSTODIANS OF THE KAMBERRI/CANBERRA REGION, AND RECOGNISES THEIR CONTINUOUS CONNECTION TO CULTURE, COMMUNITY AND COUNTRY.

ENQUIRIES
information@nga.gov.au
+61 2 6240 6411
nga.gov.au
#nationalgalleryau